
CHECK-ME
CORONA SOLUTION WITH ADDED VALUE: 
SAFE SERVICE, HAPPY GUESTS.

The collection of guest data has become mandatory, from artisan 
cafés to mountain inns. CHECK-ME allows for the easy and seamless 
monitoring of COVID-19-related seating restrictions — while ensuring 
100% data quality. Businesses no longer have to concern themselves 
with administering restrictions and can easily verify reservation 
codes, guests get to enjoy added comfort and safety

The changing guidelines to stop the spread of the coronavirus have led 
to capacity restrictions and revenue losses in the gastronomy industry. 
Eventually, these restrictions will also lead to seating shortages. For 
businesses, it is therefore important to comply with regulations even when 
facing a large influx of guests. With CHECK-ME, this is made easy. 

Ordinance: Guests can make a reservation via QR code online, in front of the 
establishment, at the reception, in their room or at the table, contactless and 
in 5 easy steps. They select their desired time slot and number of guests 
and receive their ticket code via SMS — and can then share it with the other 
guests. Contact details are stored on the device for future reservations. This 
is the functionality provided by most vendors.

Bonus (optional): With just four additional bits of information, we can provide 
significant advantages for providers, guests and the authorities:

	J Number of seats indoor/outdoor
	J Desired time slot
	J Consumption deposit per seat (easily billable)
	J Account number for payment of minimum spend

CHECK-ME makes it easy for restaurant owners:
1. Monitoring of seating capacity without operative overhead
2. Protection against no-shows through reservation deposit
3. Easy administration and billing 
If guests don’t show, then the consumption deposit is automatically 
transferred to the business. Payment processing is handled by CHECK-ME.

Future: Based on the collected data, restaurant owners can be integrated into 
the direct tourism sales service provided by SYSTEM4C/GEIOS without any 
additional overhead. 

In case you have already opted for a different solution but would still like to 
take advantage of the added value provided by our service, then we will be 
happy to assist you with the transition.

SECURE BOOKING.   
SATISFIED GUESTS.

Contact us:

info@cube-tech.ai
+43 1 3344050
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WE ARE HAPPY TO PRESENT OUR SOLUTIONS TO YOU PERSONALLY!

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT BY 

ADVANTAGES WITH  
CHECK-ME

 � Easy monitoring of seating 
restrictions

 � Zero administrative hassle
 � Contact-free process
 � High customer convenience
 � No-show fee (optional)
 � Sale of additional products & 
services possible at any time



CHECK-ME
YOUR MOBILE RESERVATION 
IN 5 EASY STEPS:
Make a reservation in just a few seconds

CUBE Software- und Hotelprojektierungs GmbH 
Dresdner Strasse 89
A-1200 Vienna, Austria

tel +43 1 3344050 
email info@cube-tech.ai
web www.cube-tech.ai

1
Use your smartphone 
camera to scan QR 
code on table display 
or notice board at 
restaurant entrance

Select date, time slot and 
number of guests

5
Select payment 
method & pay 4

Check reservation and 
confirm 

2 3
Enter customer details 
(once only)

Scan me!

Thank you for
your booking!


